APPLICATION STRUCTURE

The structure of the application differ from one donor to another. There are many
donors, who have different requirements concerning the structure of application. The
project consists of some main parts that are going to be described below. The full
description of the application structure is going to be given, but keep in mind that in
most of the cases you will be asked only to present some of these and not all of them.
The limit on the numer of caracters can be introduced .
Througout the whole guide, you will be given 3 various examples to each section from
I – X and 1 example concerning the budget at the end of the guide.

I.The first part of the application is normally called the description of the
applicant. In this section it is vital to mention previous experience, if any,
concerning silimar projects.

1.1 The first example is a detailed-oriented description of the organisation.In this case it’s a about
Development Policy Foundation, its partners organisations and its rich exp erience in projects and
programmes in different countries and regions.
Poland, Development Policy Foundation (DPF), The mission of the DPF is acting for the transfer of Polish
transformation experience, including the experience gained outside the metropolitan areas, to the
countries that are recipients of the developmental aid.
The area of interest covers regional and local development, self-governance development, pursuing
sustainable development and social inclusion.
The Foundation has been operating since 2010 and it has been developing partnerships in Poland and
abroad and acting for the effective use and proper targeting of the aid. All our actions directed towards
our partners involve the EU partner organizations, e.g. from EE, CZ, SK, SE, FI, UK and are strictly
complementary. Acting independently or in cooperation with other organizations, DPF identifies its role
as the concern for effectiveness, quality and sustainability of the projects. Our projects includes:
Since 2013, DPF has been a member of the Grupa Zagranica (English: the Zagranica Group – a Polish
platform of civil society organizations, engaged in development cooperation, democracy support,
humanitarian aid and global education.).
The fundamental directions of the on-going development projects include: Belarus – actions for
voluntary services and private fundraising for the benefit of social institutions, their cooperation with
the NGOs and social entrepreneurship development (http://fpr.org.pl/artykul.php?id=45&lang=en).
Involving the NGOs into a dialogue regarding the public space. Georgia – a comprehensive program of
cooperation with the NGOs from Kakheti / support in preparing project applications, support for the
local social entrepreneurship (social slow food/tourism: temi-community.org; regional products,
pottery), cooperation with centers for people with mental disabilities.
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UA, TUN, GEO: participatory development, universal design, accessibility, greenery, quality of the public
space, supporting a dialogue between local authorities and the NGOs/CSOs/ Informal groups, entailing
tangible public space improvements: insert the link to the project’s website.
MD: Rural income diversification & local/short food chains/ community kitchen & integrated rural
tourism/biking & local food processing capacities/investments & equipment & registration of 2 first
non-wine MD GIs/Geographic Indications in line with AA/MD provisions: insert the link to the project’s
website.
Tajikistan: counteracting poverty and exclusion by means of the long-lasting supporting program
directed at the NGO which operates for the benefit of the local development and entrepreneurship in
rural areas, and by strengthening the access to information (in close coopera tion with organizations
from PEIPSI CTC EE) insert the link to the project’s website. Supported by Solidarity Fund PL 2013-15,
amongst other donors;
In 2015, DPF started cooperation with organizations from Myanmar and provides them with support
in the field of lifelong education and in improving the quality of education in the Chin state insert the
link to the project’s website.
Our key Belarusian partner – Organisation A: Organisation A is a Belarusian public organization that
works in every region of Belarus. It acts according to values of democracy and ideas sustainable
development and environmental friendly way of life. Organisation A was founded in 1996. Nowadays
it is a national wide civil society organization with 120 members.
One of the goal of organization A is development of environmental and nature protection movement
in Belarus, help public to participate in environmental decision-making, protect their environmental
right and contribute to the further implementation of the Aarhus Convention. Organisation A is the only
organization in Belarus, which is trying to help the citizens to claim their rights to a healthy environment
in the court. Over the past 5 years have been initiated 24 court proceedings.
3 Organisation A lawyers are consulting permanently citizens. Organisation A take an active part in
public participation in environmental decisions making: commenting drafts of law, holding pub lic
environmental expertise, taking part in public hearingю Organisation A from 2009 conducts a
systematic information campaign, aimed at countering the construction of nuclear power plant in
Belarus.
In 2013-2014 Organisation A in cooperation with the Moldovan organization Organisation B within the
project SECTOR program of The Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe (REC)
implemented the project "New lawyer generation active on Aarhus Convention", the purpo se of which
was to create favorable preconditions for implementing the environmental legislation according to the
Aarhus Convention with respect to the pillar concerning the Access to Justice in Environmental Matters.
We have been jointly (with the PL applicant) cooperating from on 2010, under the project Svirsky
neuropsychiatric orphanage & and its extensions in Pukhavichy: SE & art therapy & horti-therapy;
As you can see, such a description of the applicant can be quite detailed. You can still add the part
connected to the experience. Please see the description below.
Development, management and supervision of a range of development projects in SE & Central Asia,
EaP and MENA – including: technical assistance on sustainable rural development, including micro
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renewables, democracy support, CSO sustainability, as well as social entrepreneurship in rural, remote,
fragile and post-conflict areas.
Southern Ukraine, Kherson Oblast: Support for community & NGOs & CSOs – local authorities/LAs
dialogue & transparency & accountability & participatory change/public consultation & public space
upgrades/revitalization actions in Southern Ukraine: attention paid to a highly turbulent political
situation in the area.
Boosting social engagement of local communities in solving their problems and in the process of
creating common public space (strong support for citizen monitoring and innovative app roach to public
consultations – insert the link as well as insert the link - a new platform for Nova Kakhovka, operating
from June 2016 on); Providing assistance to local & grass-root organizations by strengthening their
capacities in obtaining financing for their projects.
Renewables & energy efficiency – the recent renewable related component by the applicant/DPF: UKR:
insert the link of the project’s website/ public consultations/charrette & EE tailored, lighting in the park
there; under insert the link of the project’s website(DPF, founded Polish Aid & Visegrad Fund, 2015) in
UKR the applicant/DPF installed small integrated renewable devices (solar + energy storage) e.g. the
constructed ferry stop in Gola Prystan is fully renewable/solar powered, entailing lighting + hotspot/public wi-fi & night storage (see: insert facebook page about the project & insert facebook page
about the project); Further need tailored solar installations in Pamir, TJ & GEO; For energy related
projects/analysis, including the current one, the Foundation cooperates, inter alia, with Mr. XXX &
insert website of the partner & the Institute of Power Engineering (IEn), PL and German, Berlin based:
insert website of the partner.
1.2. The second example of the applicant description is presented below. If your international
experience is not as rich as in the first example, you can still describe your organisation’s profile, your
partner organisations from different countries as well as your fundraising activities, underlining your
experience in specific projects.
Organisation A, est. in 2009, the local MY NGO with a proven track experience of capacity building,
community development, CSO networking and rural social entrepreneurship around Burma, with a
particular emphasis on Chin State & Kale Township; More than 20 projects implemented, inter alia:
Child Protection and WASH projects in Nargis hit Delta Area; CSO capacity development in Thai-Burma
border of Karen State and Upper Sagaing region,
Social Business in Yangon & Sub-urban areas; CSOs capacity building in 9 townships of Chin State; Chin
Young CSO Leaders; Eco & Natural Products of Chin; Organisation A is a founding member of:
Organisation B (Yangon), Organisation C (Yangon) and Organisation D (Kalay). Our annual budget is
between USD 150,000 – 200,000.
Our key funding partners are: Organisation E (Italy), Organisation F (USA), Organisation G (Myanmar),
Organisation H (UN), Organisation I Asia (UK), Organisation J (Myanmar), Organisaion K(Austria) and
Organisation L (USA); Apart from the funding partners, other source of income comes from our bottom
fundraising activities: donation box, Ethno-Fair Chin ethnic textiles (social business & social
entrepreneurship) and membership fees.
Our local activity partners include: Organisation M (Yangon), Organisation N (Yangon), Organisation O
(Yangon), 28 CSOs in Kalay-Kabaw area, and 26 Chin CSOs from 9 townships of Chin State, including
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grass-root women/ young mothers & PWDs & green & eco & environment grass-root CSOs (majority of
them registered), and the informal/ non-registered Architectural & Engineering Students Association
of Burma: to be duly involved into the current project activities.
Please find below the part connected to the experience in similar projects.
As far we haven’t implemented any project from the Canada Funds.
As you can see, you can admit that you didn’t do any projects with the donor. It doesnt have to mean
that you are not going to be awareded the grant !! Everybody needs to start at a certain point ! 
If asked about your experience in managing development projects, you can describe a project with
a different donor that you have recently implemented or the one that you are particularly proud of.
1.3. The third example of the applicant description is presented below. In the escriprion of your
organization, you can focus on the projects that your organization has undergone, or even give the
assessor the direction in which your organization wants to develop p.e by saying Organisation A seeks
opportunities to pursue …, the main goals are …
Organisation A, established in 2014 is a grass-root community type CSO/NGO, the 1st of the kind in
insert the name the country with representatives of 3 sectors (CSO, LA, Business) consisting of
administrative board (5 people). Organisation A seeks opportunities to pursue the regional governorate
and Central part of the country (name the country) sustainable development agenda. The main goals
are sustainable environmental, social and economic development in insert name the country,
mainstreaming of durable solutions to social & economic malaise and underdevelopment of urban and
rural communities, political & social and economic empowerment and activation of disadvantageous
and marginalized areas and vulnerable groups and communities.
Organisation A’s capacity is rich due to multisectoral experience of its members, i.e. association “We
Love our region” promoting ecology, active citizenship; Organisation B running daycare center with
vocational training for PwD; association Organisation C organizing campaigns aiming to merge the
awareness & foster participation of all citizens in public debate; Organisation D – projects on using
alternative energy sources.
The project idea is a continuation of organisation - civil e-monitoring tool, first such initiative in Arabic
countries (Support for Democracy 2013, PL - project implemented by Organisation E, PL & Organisation
F, Tunisia). Organisation A was a partner in 2015’s project continuation focusing on access to public
information & open debates on local government, implemented by Organisation G, PL (Support for
Democracy 2015, PL).
Organisation A aims to support local initiatives in insert the name of the region - in 2015 launched a
micro-granting competition on local initiatives, financed by local business: 2 pilot initia tives, chosen on
the base of organisation civil monitoring interventions, supported with 500 euro each were
implemented (efficient green zone & waste management/ensuring school pupils safety).
Please find below the part connected to the experience in similar projects.
Organisation implemented directly several projects e.g.: Org. A/Org. B/Org. C projects, most recently
Org D/Org.E on Biodiversity Conservation in the Middle Prut, 2015, entailing public consultations
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component, further Org. F, Org. G; In parallel the organisation was involved in a couple of Org.H org.
founded sectoral & TA projects as the civil stakeholder: Aarhus/public access & involvement on ENVI,
forestry, spatial planning in MD (WB), master & spatial planning (WB & UNDP), water, energy eff.,
biodiversity (Org I ,Org J, Org K);
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II. The second part of the application is very often called - partners
and co-aplicants.

Normally, it’s a brief part with the names and the contact details of co-applicants and partners. It can
be depicted in the form of a table, or non-table with a detailed inforrmation on objectifs, or specific
results or the role of the partner or just a brief information about the names of co-aplicants.
2.1. The first example is in the form of a table with very concre information about the co-aplicant. This
kind of the depiction of information in the project’s sector is widely spread. You may also be asked in
the table to justify the choice of your partner and co-applicant to the project by enumerating the specific
objectifs and the result of the mutual cooperation.
The name of the co-applicant should appear at the top of the table.

2.2. The second example is non-table depiction of information. The number of the co-applicants might
be quite numerous, as you can see is presented below. You should enumerate the organisation’s name
in its native language, as well as translated into English, give the address, the name of the
representative, the BIN number stands for Bank Identification Number, Registered VAT payer number,
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and Vat compensation scheme, if applicable to your organization, as well as the contact details of your
organization. Then, the most important part of this section is still the role of the partner.
Partner No. 1.
Name of the organization in its native language: Organisation A
Name of the organization in English: Organisation A
Address: xxx
Statutory representative: xxx
BIN: xxx
Registered VAT payer: No
VAT Compensation: Phone: xxx
Fax: xxx
E-mail: xxx
Website: xxx
Role of the partner: Provide inputs into build-up events and fundraising workshops. Permanent on-line
support. Inputs into fundrising materials and e-learning. Contribute to monitoring, evaluation and
follow-up Previous cooperation with project partner: Organisation A, the applicant and other partners
is member of the network created upon V4-financed project "BRD-NET Black Sea Regional Development
Network" (expertise, event organization, written outputs, etc.)
Partner No. 2.
Name of the organization in its native language: Organisation B
Name of the organization in English: Organisation B
Address: xxx
Statutory representative: xxx
BIN: xxx
Registered VAT payer: No
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VAT Compensation: Phone: xxx
Fax: xxx
E-mail: xxx
Website: xxx
Role of the partner: Facilitating activities, development of fundraising workshops, on -line permanent
support, e-learning, elaboration of the project’s outcomes, dissemination and promotion Previous
cooperation with project partner: Organisation B and Organisation X are members of the network
created upon V4-financed project "BRD-NET Black Sea Regional Development Network" (expertise,
event organization, written outputs, etc.)
Partner No. 3.
Name of the organization in its native language: Organisation C
Name of the organization in English: Organisation C
Address: xxx
Statutory representative: xxx
BIN: xxx
Registered VAT payer: No
VAT Compensation: Phone: xxx
Fax: xxx
E-mail: xxx
Website: xxx
Role of the partner: Facilitating activities, development of fundraising workshops, on -line permanent
support, e-learning, elaboration of the project’s outcomes, dissemination and promotion Previous
cooperation with project partner: Organisation C and Organisation Y are members of the network
created upon V4-financed project "BRD-NET Black Sea Regional Development Network" (expertise,
event organization, written outputs, etc.)
Partner No. 4.
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Name of the organization in its native language: Organisation D
Name of the organization in English: Organisation D
Address: xxx
Statutory representative: xxx
BIN: xxx
Registered VAT payer:No
VAT Compensation: Phone: xxx
Fax: xxx
E-mail: xxx
Website: xxx
Role of the partner: In the civil-monitoring component: expert on public space. Charette moderation.
Tutoring on architectural workshops in XXX. PR and evaluation. Previous cooperation with project
partner: Tutor on PL-BY Young European Design Workshops insert the name of the project /
implemented by FPR / Polish MFA grant 2014; lecturer in XXX Architectual Workshop (Szczecin) –
cooperation with +48 Architectural Group
Partner No. 5.
Name of the organization in its native language: Organisation D
Name of the organization in English: Organisation D
Address: xxx
Statutory representative: xxx
BIN: xxx
Registered VAT payer: No
VAT Compensation: Phone: xxx
Fax: xxx
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E-mail: xxx
Website: xxx
Role of the partner: Facilitating project activities in UKR; inputs into consultations, events, workshops.
Support in developing outputs; Maintenance of the civil-monitoring tools. PR, dissemination,
evaluation, follow-up Previous cooperation with project partner: Organisation F and FPR have highly
positive experience of joint implementation V4-financed project "BRD-NET: Black Sea Regional
Development Network" concerning SE Ukraine
2.3. The third example of the co-aplicant and partner organisation is the one that is really short.
It might be enough just to give the name of the co-aplicant organisation without the need to explain
the reasons why you as an applicant want them to participate in the the project.
Xxx Poland
xxx Poland
xxx Egypt
xxx Morocco
xxx CZ
Municipality of xxx

and in addition to their names, you might be asked to give the link to the website or facebook page.
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III. The third part of the project application is called - the need assessment or
the point-out and its main objective is to justify the needs of the project.

The need assessment/point-out section gives a concrete explanation why the project should be
implemented in a given sector and region.
3. 1. The first example is about a project being implemented in development of the rural
entrepreneurship. The more proofs you can give to justify the needs of your project, the better chances
it gives you to receive the funding. It might be enough to list the arguments one by one, using the
numbers in front of them to make it easy to navigate for the assessor.
1. Peripheralization and marginalization due to the centralized model of development which ignores
the unique character of rural and non-metropolitan areas. 2. Inconsistent legislation on the
development of rural areas and rural entrepreneurship and a hostile institutional environment (WB,
IMF, 2011). 3. Limited access to capital: deficiency of locally accumulated capital and a heavily
restricted access to credit (rocketing interest rates, instability, devaluation, high inflation, lack of the
market of collaterals, scarcity of rural mortgages, dearth of full credit information, adverse legislation
on bankruptcy - actual unavailability of loans for people living on average incomes, especially in rural
areas). 4. Out-dated, irrelevant education system (incl. technical and vocational education) which
ignores the labour market needs (esp. in the rural context); lack of consultancy and business support
institutions. 5. Inefficient management of resources, incl. labour: high employment in the deficit
collective farming (about 30% of the total local labour force). Severe underdevelopment of private
sector: a scant private sector’s stake in the local product creation and income generation (5/7%,
Komarovo, 2012); a meager coefficient of employment in the private sector (2/3%, Kom. 2012) and a
very low coefficient of the self-employed and individual entrepreneurs (2/3%, Kom., 2012).
Furthermore, the Project Area features an alarming rate of real local unemployment amounting to 37%
(Kom., 2012; Officially 2%, Belstat, 2011) which will shoot up due to an inevitable restructuring/partial
privatization of collective farms/kolkhozes. Finally, the added value of local production is insufficient
(Kom., 2012). 6. Considerable out- flow migration from the project area: Komarovo Center estimates
that approx. 80% of local youth/high school graduates, mostly women, leave to never be back (Kom.,
2006 - 2012). 7. Development of mass tourism and its strongly seasonal character (limited only to
summer holidays). 8. Insufficient technical, telecommunications infrastructure (incl. poor access to the
Internet). 9. Construction of a nuclear power plant in Astravyets or, in broader terms, the harms done
to the environment (and their detrimental effects on the tourist potential). 10. Scarcity of reliable data
on impediments to rural entrepreneurship development in BY (different methodologies of data
collection, out-of-date statistics).
3.2. The second example of the need assessment/ point-out section is about development of sustainable
energy sources. It might be asked to present your arguments in the form of running text.
The Paris Agreement left us with an unprecedented opportunity to avert the worst climate impacts
before it is too late. But while this was a grand step in the right direction, it was one step with many
others that still need to follow, Belarus is not an exception. Paris Agreement ambition does not only
require understanding and political will from governments. It requires public awareness and demand,
which makes it necessary to translate the Paris agreement into a simple vision.
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This vision needs to be understood and supported by general public, so that there is public demand for
governments to raise ambition to achieve this vision. This vision has to address the growing global
demand for change in the face of an economic and security. People are demanding new thinking that
would provide a bright future with opportunities, security, economic and social development, and
prosperity. The idea of a 100% renewable energy revolution can provide such a vision: it addresses
environment and development alike, it entails a long-term vision for transforming society and at the
same time is a concrete suggestion for what this transition requires.
Belarus is one of the Eastern European states that retain focus on the conservative way of functioning
of the energy system and remain being politically and economically dependent on Russia, which is the
main supplier of fossil fuels to generate electricity and thermal energy in the country.
Despite the fact that Belarus has significantly improved its obligations to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (current NDC contains the target to stay at least 28% lower by 2030 from 1990 levels, which
is more than two times higher goal than previously), the country’s goal on emissions reduction is still
far from ambitious. As a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union, a significant reduction in production
volumes and prolonged economic recession, GHG emissions in Belarus were reduced by more than two
times compared to the base level of 1990, and currently the country's emissions are increasing and will
continue to grow throughout the period up to 2030.
The national policy on climate change is based on energy saving (and in this direction the country has
made a significant progress), as well as on the introduction of the use of nuclear energy (Ostrovetskaya
NPP is currently under construction by ROSATOM). Renewable energy remains to be unpopular: only
1% of the annual energy production falls on the RE sources, and the total installed capacity of "green"
energy sources is about 5% of the capacity of the entire system.
On the other hand, in recent years, a number of energy efficiency extension steps were taken and more
efficient technologies in power generation were implemented. As a result, Belarus today has
foundations for making its energy "greener".
However, the pathway toward a more sustainable energy system requires a low carbon energy supply,
that equally avoids environmental impacts as well as impacts on human health, and action against
climate change requires a long-term perspective: energy infrastructure takes time to build up; new
energy technologies take time to develop; policy shifts often also need many years to take effect.
Scenarios are a necessary tool to describe possible development paths, to give decision-makers a broad
overview and indicate how far they can shape the future energy system. NGO Organisation A in
cooperation with Organisation B and xxx Aerospace Center (DLR), department of Systems Analysis and
Technology Assessment at the Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics in 2016-2017 worked out the
The Energy [R]evolution scenario for Belarus. Similar to all the other Energy [R]evolution Scenarios, the
Belarus scenario is developed using a primarily “bottom-up” approach (technology driven). Assumed
growth rates for population, GDP, specific energy demand and the deployment of renewable energy
technology are important drivers. Based on these drivers new energy demand projections were
developed by national experts based on an analysis of the future potential for energy efficiency
measures until 2050. Scenario will be presented in September 2017.
The project “100%RE for Belarus” is part of the public campaign on promotion of RE and aims to
promote involvement of Belarusian citizens to the energy transformation and combating climate
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change on the individual level via original art activities, by engagement of socially responsible business
and building capacities of multiple stakeholders.
The proposed project also is a unique opportunity to bring main stakeholders together and via
application of innovative technology to support green economic development for Belarus.
3.3. The third example of the need assessment section is about fostering potential of Tajik CSOs and
grass-root informal groups via participatory dialogue and consultation on public space in Tajikistan. It
might be recommended to present the arguments by an emotional description of the situation in the
specific region, country that your projects aims for.
Tajikistan is a former Soviet republic led by the authoritarian regime of Emomali Rahmon with feasible
develop. of the political system into authoritarian dynasty (after the May 2016 Constitution change).
The regime has frequently obstructed the political pluralism and genuine choice in the elections (Last
voting in March 2015, described as “deeply flawed”, Freedom House status: not free 6/7 rank in political
rights and civil liberties). The regime is accused of repression of political activists and opposition
members, including repressions and tortures when imprisoned and denial right to fair trial. Corruption
on all levels is a systemic problem (152/180 in the Transparency International Index), which results in
very little trust to public authorities (including LAs).
Economy strongly depends on remittances (migration to Russia and the Gulf countries to work in
construction and households), which made 50% of the GDP in 2012. In 2015 a 30% decrease in value
was noticed (first six months of 2015 vide 2014) as a side effect of the economic crises in Russia and
lower value of work abroad. Notwithstanding expectations, migrants did not massively come back
home (a stable number of 2-3% of returning migrants/month) and the risk of pressure on local economy
and security has not increased. The high migration of young men has a crucial impact on both social &
security issues.
The World Bank and Listening2Tajikistan report (based on microeconomic data) shows a significant
decrease in the number of households purchasing power and a rise in prices. In May 2015 67% of
respondents declared they could buy enough food. By August that quantity had fallen to 56%. The slight
gains made in poverty reduction over the last few years are at risk as an economic malaise continues
to blanket the region. The slightly increasing value of local economy (self -employment and agriculture)
– about 6% in 2015, with the GDP growth up to 1%, does not change the picture. The external public
debt to GDP ratio dropped to below 20%.
That process is linked with different social trends, like family model changes (high migration rate: lack of
fathers/authorities within families), regaining the Muslim identity after the Soviet laicization, active
attitude of rich Sunni countries in the region, radicalization / regaining identity while working abroad in
RUS / Gulf countries in a religious/ confrontational milieu.
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IV. The fourth part is called- project summary.

The executive summary will be a brief introduction and justification of the proposal which needs to
be shorter and more summarized when compared to an abstract. Most importantly, it should
contain the problem (development challenge) which is the target of the project, and the solution to
the problem in the proposed project; and other parts of the text will be written for enhancing and
explaining the purposes of the two components. The attractive thinking will be maintained here to
give reasons to the donors to finish reading of the whole proposal. 1
Please find below 3 examples of this part.
4.1. The project summary can be presented in the form on one page summary of the project, and it
should not exceed one page. The information given is dived in a couple of sections as the title, the
location, the total duration, the amount requested, the objectives of the action, as well as the rerget
group, the final beneficiaries, the estimated results and the main activities.

1

https://www.fundsforngos.org/free-resources-for-ngos/executive-summary-project-proposal-promotiondemocracy-good-governance/
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4.2 The second example to the project summary is the description of the project. Sometimes, the donor’s
organisation requires a brief summary. The donor may require the information given in the above table
as separate sections. It means you can encounter, the application form with a separate section for the
project start and end date, amount requested, overall objective or goal, the descriprion of the activities
as well as in others it will be in one section called project summary as give in the 1st example in this
section.
XXX Community (XC) aims to raise awareness and advocate the needs of marginalized communities
and disadvantaged groups such as people with disabilities in the interior governorate of Kairouan.
Building on its Oganisation X initiative, XC will encourage disadvantaged groups to collaborate with
civil society organizations and participate in local decision-making processes to advocate for improved
access to public spaces. XC will engage these groups to tackle social prejudices and taboos, which often
reinforce their economic deprivation and political exclusion.
4.3 Another example of the project’s summary might be a descriptive one, that is quite technical and
voluminous. It’s normally a middle part of the project application form. It can be devided to a couple of
sections as explainantion of the project, main project objectives, specific project objective, the dated of
the project and priority’s category.
Explanation of the project:
Renewable energy is a challenge and an opportunity. In response to the climate ch ange threat, the
world community has to meet the challenge of sharply reducing dependence on carbon -based energy
sources. While this is a daunting challenge, it also presents great opportunities; new industries and
employment opportunities, new ways to reduce dependency on fuel imports and new ways to reduce
air pollution and provide healthier environments. Belarus is not exclusion.
Main project objectives:
Supporting the transition towards the energy democracy and the sustainable way of energy sector
development in Belarus.
Specific project objectives:
1) We seek vehicles for closer collaboration among partner organizations not only through the mutual
sharing of ideas and support, but also through the development of common understanding and vision,
thus the first specific project objective is to develop and to promote & lobby & mainstream evidence
based policy making in the field of, energy mix, efficiency and renewable energy in Belarus, what will
support the increase of collaboration among alternative energy democracy forces in Belarus and
facilitate the dialog among the stakeholders. At the moment we have obtained data on energy and
heat consumption and production in Belarus and collected number of environments indicators, which
need to be analyzed and explained for possible alternative energy sector development in Belarus.
The policy paper or a White Book will analyses the current situation and strategies in the energy sector,
identify strategic priorities for its sustainable development and offer recommendation for the future of
renewable energy sources, energy efficiency and green jobs in Belarus. The paper will also fill in existing
gaps in the society debate relating to the assessment of ‘real world’ vs ‘official’ emissions and NPP
building, further elaborate on obstacles (legal/institutional/technical/2nd regulatory/market) to
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introduction initial & early measures of prosumer friendly energy market environment.
The paper/WB will show a wide spectrum of options to Belarusian market maturity, that are using the
individual advantages of the different technologies, linking them with each other, and integrating them
step by step into the existing supply structures. This approach will provide a complementary portfolio
of environmentally friendly technologies for heat and power supply and the provision of transport fuels.
It is planned to prepare 30-40 page White Book document. 2 Belarusian experts and 1 Polish will be
invited to develop the document. Experts will be chosen based on their previous experience on the topic.
It planned that a content of the paper/White Book will include: context analysis, existing possibilities
for renewable energy development (including prosumers based/ with minimal public aid/given the
economic reality) in Belarus, existing and emerging Energy security risks in Belarus,
recommendations. Six energy development goals that, either alone or in combination, commonly
shape energy development pathways, will be analyzed: “Energy Security», «Energy Access», «Energy
Cost», «International Competitiveness» , «Modernisation» and « Emissions Reduction». Furthermore
the paper will/WB investigate & provide the recommendations on the efficiency - renewable energy
nexus in BY, focusing on the following topical pivots: challenges for energy prosumer approach in BY
(households/micro +/- SME), its legal/institutional/market obstacles; Systemic and bottom level
incentives for energy savings in BY & role for NGOs/CSOs; Local smart grids/energy networks potential
in BY: smart demand & supply; Community involvement & landscape conservation;
The documents will provide a fact ground to advocate for alternative energy develo pment, what is very
important because nowadays one can observe in Belarus full dependence on foreign fossil sources,
combined with an unhealthy technical fixation on nuclear energy – both a result from the centralised
planned 20st century energy policy paradigms. This document will also allow to build the fundament
for furture large scale Program for Prosumer Energy Generation Development which should encompass
five main fields: legislation (removing legal obstacles and offering opportunities), technology
(development of domestic potential), logistics (development of services and installation supply base),
information (development of consultative and information support) and finance (implementation of
support mechanisms).
Currently no such document exists in Belarus and it’s a unique opportunity to raise the voice of civil
society on the topic via Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum during working Group 3 (WG3:
Environment, climate change and energy security) that will take place in November 2016 in Belarus.
The forum is a legitimate platform for civil society participation in the Eastern Partnership.
2) Despite the fact that the awareness of the Belarusian society about the negative aspects of nuclear
energy is quite high, the construction of the nuclear power plant is seen by many as the only option for
energy development in the region. Such a position is taken not only by the government bodies and the
state media, but also by representatives of political parties, civil society and general public. Theref ore,
in 2015-2016 our Belarusian partners Ecohome and Green Network switched from protest rhetoric to
constructive dialog in order to inform general public about available alternatives generate a vision of
sustainable energy development in the region. To increase public awareness on the topic of renewable
energy is the second specific project objective (drawing on the WB/papers conclusions & further
lessons learnt).
Strong Media and advertisement campaign will help to reach the wide circle of population an d attract
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attention to the right to healthy environment, energy democracy and show necessity to unite forces in
addressing climate change and enhancing environmental sustainability. Information campaign will
reach not less than 150 000 visitors of the web site “greenbelarus” and Development Policy Foundation,
social networks. At least 16 articles will be written: interviews with experts, activists, local residents,
initiatives. Not less than 10 repost by other Media.
3) To increase capacities of the professional groups - to conduct 2/3 day practical exchange of
experience \practical training for the 7 representatives of Belarusian Authorities, CSO’s/NGOs in
Warsaw, Poland, possibly with an extension (1 day) to DE/Germany/in cooperation with DE (given
the best practices & recent amendments to PL law).
During the visit it is planned not only to conduct training, but also to receive real life experience by
conducting a meetings with representatives of public/regulatory bodies (MIN of Energy, MIN of
Environment, Energy Regulatory Office, Polish National Energy Conservation Agency), local authorities
(Gmina xxx/ xxx Municipality & Powiat xxx/xxx County), topic relevant think tanks & NGOs (Institute
for Renewable Energy) and further energy saving oriented start-ups (insert the website) & tech
companies (insert the website & name of the company), private renewable operators, mixed &
renewable prosumers & on-farm installations (e.g. micro-farm biogas and biomass/pellet). Being
strictly BY needs tailored: ranging from politics energy and law (overall regulatory aspects & market
structure & incentives & prosumer approach & smart networks ), economic and financial analysis, and
ending with the technical issues and design.
Belarusian authorities have limited to no experience with public participation in environmental
decision-making. Belarusians need to learn to take civic responsibilities. The right to healthy
environment is seen by the state as neutral topic, but we believe it is one of the possible starting point
to attract both (local) authorities and citizen groups into a joint democratization learning
process. Bring to the attention of government officials information about the ecological problems and
involving them into the solution process will contribute to the reaching of the overall project result.
The proposed project will contribute to the following long term result results: the awareness of the
Belarusian society about the negative consequences of the use of nuclear energy and about the
possibilities of the sustainable energy development in Belarus is increased; the involvement of
Belarusian stockholders in the development and promotion of a nuclear-free region's development
strategy is increased; representatives of Belarusian authorities will receive knowledge, exchange of
experience and will be shown possible alternative way of development of energy sector in Belarus.
The project will be implemented from October 1 2017, - February 20, 2018
CFLI Priority: All projects must align with one of the priorities below. PLEASE CHECK ONE PRIORITY
A. Empowering women and girls and promoting gender equality
B. Promoting human development, specifically in the areas of health, nutrition, and education
C. Championing human rights, inclusive and accountable governance, democracy, peaceful
pluralism, and respect for diversity
D. Supporting inclusive and green economic growth
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V. The fifth part is called target group and final beneficaries description. It is
normally a rather short or can be even an extra short section like in the second
example given below with a concrete information who the target group and
final beneficiaries are.

5.1. The first example is about the beneficiaries described together with partipants in one section as
presented below.
The policy paper or White Book is intended for the use of it results by the politician and decision -makers
responsible for the energy sector at various levels: the executive state bodies, industrial companies, and
civil society in Belarus. The policy paper and the related information and communication activities will
promote cooperation among all target groups.
A special role will dedicated to the representative of the scientific community, experts in energy and
environment field, which will be involved in the process from the beginning and provide advices,
counseling, and educational support for the general public.
At the early project stage civil society organizations and activist specializing in energy and
environmental issues will be involved. Media - traditional and modern - are both specific target group,
and the tool for communication and popularization of project’s ideas.
5.2. The second example is a section that divides target groups and beneficiaries into two separate
sections. While enumerating the beneficiaries, there can be a supplement part about the problems
encountered in these communities.
Target groups: 1) Women in villages living in extreme poverty or under the threat thereof:
Approximately 20-25 beneficiaries organized in 5 informal cooperatives will be awarded 5 sub-grants
as a start-up to create 5 small social enterprises, of EUR 4000 each. 5 sub-grantees will be selected on
a non-discriminative, while competitive (only 5 awarded amongst 8/9) basis during the start-up event,
being evaluated by representatives of the project’s applicants/co-applicants & affiliates, assessing
quality of presented cooperatives business plans (ca 8/9), to be developed under 4 months training &
tutoring programme offered by SEI. 4 months tutoring curricula is to be maximally practical,
emphasising tutors - to-be cooperative needs tailored relation, eventually to ensure soundness &
sustainability & added-social value of the elaborated business plans. The business plans under its
financial part shall name in detail items to be financed from the sub-grant, however only purchase of
equipment & technologies & material resources can be eligible, the reminder (including remuneration
in particular) shall be covered on in-kind contribution basis (inducing collaboration & sustainability,
mitigating the risks). EUR 4000 is a sufficient start-up budget to launch a micro cooperative social
business in GBAO and will create constant income for approximately 40 people throughout and its
direct follow-up/after the project’s initial run. The ceiling of grants' envelope is limited to EUR 20 000
in total. Post-award & follow-up assistance will remain the key for SEI: extended bridge support to be
provided to 5 grant awarded cooperatives, in particular and beyond to no -awarded & independent in
open door formula. The SEI post-award & follow-up assistance will again focus on strictly practical
aspects of kicking-off & running & expanding the given cooperative: premises free of charge, best deals
on equipment, provision of consultancy (financial, legal, market-oriented, topic relevant/technology,
translation, ICT, branding/certification), adaptation & transfer of technologies/know how,
networking/partnerships/customers, clustering, advice on further independent fund -raising, both
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public (unfortunately mostly donor-oriented) and private. The SEI post-award & follow-up assistance
will be provided by national (predominately) and international experts. As such the overall design of
SEI: coupling cooperatives oriented business capacity building, with sub-grants & extended post-award
& follow-up assistance in open formula will directly & durably address crucial economic, social,
educational, metal constraints behind marginalization of the selected target group: absolute lack of
employment opportunities, scarcity of funds/capital resources; critical lack of knowledge, experience,
know-how/, business and commerce running traditions, fundamentally limited access to
innovation/networking/partnerships/markets & fund-raising, peculiar & community entrenched social
obstacles & mental barriers and replicated societal roles & cooperation/social reward models; low
competitiveness of local businesses against competitors from Dushanbe, Osh and China as well as a
resulting lack of access to markets for products. Women are to be encouraged to run cooperatives in a
field lacking on the current local market in GBAO or having competitive advantage, at the same time
offering additional/genuine social value, like food production (e.g. using eco technology like
greenhouses/hotbeds, fresh vegetables), food processing (traditional & eco products, including honey
& herbs & wild flora), traditional cosmetics/medicines/women & baby care, expanding the tourism
sector of GBAO (e.g. offering home stays, dining, catering/also for local market), using their manual
skills to create products & objects (e.g. sewing/tailoring, making of handicrafts for external & local
market) or offering general & professional services to improve the living standards (e.g. opening and
running a children’s’ day care, various services e.g. organization of weddings, photo & camera, ICT &
advertising/printing, voip, e-tickets). This list is not exhaustive, as all business plans will be thoroughly
evaluated, complimentary projects are to encouraged (cluster approach). The SEI will serve as the
project’s main implementing & post-project follow-up vehicle, as it brings applicant, co-applicant,
affiliated entities and the project’s beneficiaries together.
Final beneficiaries: 1) Five local communities within the focus of the project area (Rushan, Shugnan,
Ishkashim, Roshtqala und Murgab) taking advantage and benefiting from the 5 informal cooperatives
consisting of 20-25 women-entrepreneurs overall. This includes the creation of approximately 40
workplaces in the private, socially sustainable sector.
The problems of these communities arise from lack of jobs and its limited diversification, lack
inadequate education/know-how/resources/networks, negative net migration rate, uneven regional
development as well as an extremely marginal and underdeveloped position of the project area.
Empowerment of the local communities via creation & running of 5 cooperatives within the project
area will respond to the beneficiaries’ needs (by creating new jobs and produce/services improving live
standards & offering additional social value to the communities).
2) Other rural communities in GBAO and beyond in insert the name of the country will take advantage
of SEI open-door extended assistance formula & adapted/tested solutions &i its sustainable followup. Under SEI and its post-award & follow-up assistance the project envisages informal
collection/analysis (by tutors & SEI) of data/obstacles/hindrances/best practices on social
entrepreneurship in rural/marginalized areas of insert the name of the country via development of 2
publications/reports and their targeted dissemination via project's end event. The publications/ reports
are to offer lacking in-depth, detailed, practical analysis of the chances and obstacles for womenentrepreneurs and give recommendations on how to reproduce similar projects in other locations. It is
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intended to maintain the project participants’ integrity and protect their absolute privacy, such
approach will largely ensure the overall reliability of the collected data and adds to its additional value.
Problems: Lack of access to practical knowledge, innovations, socially and ecologically sustainable
business ideas and funding. These needs are addressed by spreading p ractical knowledge acquired
during the project through SEI.
5.3.The third example of target groups and beneficiaries can be more of a list with a numer of
abbreviations.
Direct Beneficiaries: 20 rep. of 1st workshop session/consultation event in RS & 2nd same event in AL,
incl. rep. of 2 partner NGOs & 2 LA (Sombor, RS & Korc?a, AL), rep. of 20 other NGO/LA from AL/RS;
same number of rep. AL present at the dissemination conference in RS & AL 6 rep. of V4 study tour: rep.
of 2 partner NGOs & LA from RS & AL + 3 experts in relevant field invited from other WB countries
(MK/BiH/ME) Target Groups: rural CSOs/NGOs/LAa from AL/RS;
Final Beneficiaries: rural population of WB which may take advantage of e-tool and visualization of
spatial dev. strategy, helping in protection of eco sensitive sites & floodplains management, sustainable
dev., economic impact & increasing tourist attractiveness of region
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VI. The sixth part is called overall objectifs, and is quite often followed by the
specific objectives. The first part is a rather short section with a general
information about the project’s objective or objectives, if there are more than one.
The second part with specific objectives should be more detailed.

A well written proposal always has clearly defined goal and SMART objectives to attain the desired
goal. To begin with, let us understand what a Goal and an Objective means and the difference between
them.
1. Goal: It is a broad statement that defines what you plan to do in a project. It gives an idea to the
reader of what problem your organization intends to address.
2. Objective: These are detailed statements describing the ways through which you intend to
achieve the goal. 2
6.1. The first example is about one overall project’s objective which is sustainable rural development.
Sustainable rural development of the Northwest region of xxx insert the name of the country by
promoting and supporting local private initiatives and entrepreneurs. Increased self-supportiveness of
the rural population with a specific focus on social and female entrepreneurs.
The specific objectives are more detailed, as described below:
1.The xxx insert the name of the region Rural Business Incubator effectively promotes and supports
sustainable economic development of the rural EU-border areas of Northwest xxx insert the name of
the country.
2. Increased understanding and capacity of socially and ecologically responsible entrepreneurship in
the rural EU border areas of Northwest xxx insert the name of the country through the Rural Business
School Program run by the insert the name of the region Rural Business Incubator.
3. Local rural entrepreneurs start and successfully develop their socially responsible businesses through
a Rural Venture Grants Scheme (focus on socially and ecologically sustainable ventures, including
economic empowerment of women and mothers).
6.2. The second example is about the projects that were already described in this guidebook in the
paragraphe 4.1 and 4.3. It is to tell you that the overall and specific objectives can be presented in the
part called project’s description and it doesn’t need to be a separate section.
6.3. The third example is the one in which the overall objective doesn’t have a separate section. In can
be mentioned somewhere in other section.The above-presented example of overall objective was
mentioned in the description of the applicant as the main objective of the organisation.
The main goals are sustainable environmental, social and economic development in XXX insert the
name of the country.

2

https://www.fundsforngos.org/featured-articles/frame-goals-objectives-project-proposal/
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The specific objectives of the same project are:
- strengthen public participation in the debate about public space & ensure equal access to public space
by introducing innovative approach in public consultations
- to foster inclusion of marginalized groups by ensuring equal access in the debate about public space
& its accessibility
- to create durable links between social & culture activities & build capacity of NGO, architects & public
administration officers by including social factor in culture management
- to engage young architects in social tailored project to enable practical use of their skills & promote
design & good quality architecture
- to strengthen network & partnerships between young architects, cultural & social institutions of
Maghreb by introducing new collaboration schemes;
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VII. The seventh part is called methodology and/or project’s strategic approach.

Methodology is the broad concept under which activities are placed. For example- methodology in a
project can be capacity building, awareness generation, advocacy etc. and the activities for these
methodology will be training workshops, rallies, street plays, FGD, campaign etc. 3
7.1. The first example enumerates the people and organisations involved as well as forms of activities
planned to be implemented.
Rep. of local actors: cultural & social NGOs, municipality, local architects & architecture students as
volunteers & partners from Maghreb will be directly engaged in project activities.
Foreign experts (rep. of Development Policy Foundation www.fpr.org.pl & Architects from insert the
website of the office have experience in social-focused architecture & design projects in Belarus live
lab projecting & building: insert the facebook page will conduct workshops & supervise the realization
of art work. Their know-how about local needs comes from participation in projects of insert the name
of an NGO , Poland in XXX insert the name of the region, financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Republic of Poland, Support for Democracy Programme 2013-2015.
Workshops theme: culture management: cooperation models, fundrising, public space management –
accessibility/attractiveness/needs tailored, methodology of innovative public consultations & live-lab;
cross-cutting social/architect/art actions in participatory public space making;
Public consultation event – charrette type: insert the website with participation of young architects
from Maghreb & all local actors; ideas on pilot art work to be created as a product of citizen
participation will be prepared & voted on.
7.2. The second example is the one that builds on the experiences of previous initiatives, it is a
competitive and result-oriented project that give a chance of further developlement to those who
achieve the best results.
Building upon the experiences of previous initiatives and their results, it is a very practical project
(project incubation under bridge support and practically- tailored tutoring ). The project emphasises
practical skills that NGO leaders should gain: correct and in-depth need assessment and problem
description. The project proposals by CSOs will be drawn up under individual supervision of tutors
(learning-by-doing formula) as part of the Project Incubator. The best ideas will be carried out thanks
to the scheme of micro-grants, thus allowing participants to put theoretical knowledge into practice.
Graduates of the Project Incubation Training will help with the realization of the Cascade Training for
local insert the name of the region CSOs and insert the name of the region community leaders assuring
the sustainability of the project.

3
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It is also competitive & inclusive project – only the outstanding proposals will receive microgrants and
only the best participants will go on a study tour to Poland and Estonia (although each CSO awarded
with a microgrant will invite 1-2 other CSO to cooperate and thus boost the project’s outreach). The
competitive character of activities (microgrants and study tour to Europe for the best, remuneration as
part of microgrants) will build a strong position and authority of leaders.
Furthermore, the tailored IT technologies will help to overcome the problem the remoteness and
isolation of insert the name of the state. The aim of empowering disadvantaged groups will be taken
into consideration, too. Those marginalized on account of their language will find a useful glossary of
project terms translated into local languages widely spoken in the northern part of insert the name of
the state state). The whole project framework supports organisations and improves their capacity and
promotes them as well as enables them to obtain further grants for their activity.
7.3 The third example uses the project management’ terminology, which aims at maximalizing the
sustainability. The section is filled with technical terms that gives an impression of the professionalism
of the applicant.
The design, implementation, evaluation and follow-up of the project fully integrates the PCM/Project
Cycle Management (including its planning, feed-backs, monitoring, evaluation, audit components) as
a primary methodological toolkit at project's management level, sticking to effectiveness, efficacy,
value for money, accountability, transparency principles. Key project's activities are designed to allow
and integrate feed-backs and improvements and accommodating changes, tasks, responsibilities,
document flows and decisions well defined.
Employed implementation methodology aims at maximizing the sustainability of the project it self,
ownership of its products and results and further dissemination potential.
For this end the selected methodological approaches include: establishment of the genuine local, cross
sectoral, partnership based business incubator, with sufficient Human resources and material resources
and adequate know-how, capable to sustain from its own income, additionally mobilizing external and
for a long term attracting private funds (investors top-ups/public- private financing mix encouraged),
offering permanent consultancy and support to entrepreneurs (business incubator model
supplemented with partnership community foundation approach), after the project ends.
Award based entrepreneurship education offered under the incubator will emphasize the praxis and
implementation know-how, ensuring follow-up support, in VET/Vocational Education and Training
model: face-to-face learning, case-studies analyses, best-practices overviews, peer learning,
competitive training, learning by doing, benchmarking, mentoring, co aching, networking are
extensively incorporated.
The micro-grants scheme will go hand in hand with entrepreneurship education, producing rural
businesses/demonstration pilot implementation sites, largely enhancing the overall project
sustainability and its dissemination potential. Principles of mission-driven product/service business
(strictly financially sound social entrepreneurship) are to be encouraged. The incubated rural business
will ensure relevant green and social innovation diffusion and main -streaming, while adopted
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complementarity green cluster approach will make them more competitive. All in all subscribing to
sustainable local focused, rural development model.
Pursuit of secondary regulations sequential improvement is envisaged: life lab (indiv idual case studies
focused qualitative and quantitative) approach as a primary data collection method, supplemented by
secondary analyses, recommendations development, targeted PR and pro -active advocacy, direct
lobbing (addressing ministries, local and regional authorizes in particular) are to extensively used,
contributing to setting the practice of evidence based rural business oriented policy making and further
the local business regulatory improvement on the project area.
Cross-cutting issues are to be duly integrated: good governance, gender-equality,
environmental/sustainable development are to excelled and main-streamed at all levels.
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VIII. The eigth part is called activities.

It is one of the longer parts of the application. It can be presented in many various ways, from a very
detailed, rather technical description with project management methodology, through a presentation
of activities with an itroduction about the aims and target groups to a concrete list of activities to be
implemented.
What are the specific activities that will happen during the project? Help your potential financier
understand just what their investment in the project is enabling at an operational level. Include a Gantt
chart if possible- this shows that you’ve planned effectively, and helps financiers understand project
timelines.4
8.1. The first example of activities are divided into 5 parts. It’s a super-detailed, step-by- step description
of the project management activities.
PM1. Registration process of the overall project with the Belarusian authorities.
The Applicant is fully responsible for getting the project registered. The project will be formally
registered as International Technical Assistance under the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of
Belarus. As such, the project needs endorsement and formal approval of the Commission on
International Technical Cooperation at the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus. As the
Applicant is a Belarus based NGO the process of registration is slightly less cumbersome. The
registration will proceed as follows:
1. All required documents will be submitted to the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Belarus by
applicant.
2. The Ministry itself, not the Applicant (as in the case for the international NGOs implementing
projects in BY), seeks, collects and ensures the mandatory individual acceptance and approval by all
other Belarusian Ministries and institutional stakeholders, as stipulated in the law, to forward the
complete project file, containing all endorsement letters, to the Commission on International Technical
Cooperation at the Council of Ministers of BY for its consideration and final acceptance.
In the experience of the applicant the whole process takes around from 4 till 8 months.
PM2. Selection process for the project team and Board of Trustees.
All positions are to be filled in unrestricted, open, merit-based and competitive recruitment process,
further gender balance is to be observed. Project team will consist from 7 positions: Project manager,
Director of the incubator, Manager of education program, Financial manager, Administrative Assistant,
PR-officer, Legal consultant.
The Project Manager responsible for the overall management of the project and its activities; formal
registration of the project/micro-grants and relevant follow-up (correspondences with the authorities);
4
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supervition over adaptation and refurbishment of the premises for RBI, purchase of equipment for RBI.
Coordination and supervision of a correct, on-time, consistent with the Grant Agreement, both merit
and financial, administration and implementation of the Project and its settlement, remaining in
permanent contact with the grantee/EU/EC, all project's partners, associates and stakeholder and
further networking; Problems shooting when they arise.
The Director represents the Rural Business Incubator, organizes its work and exercises permanent
supervision over technical, administrative, subject matter and statutory activity of the Incubator
including supervision of outside contractors/services providers; The Director organizes the Start-up
weekends, manages grants' awards process, supervises and controls grants'
implementation/settlements, coordinates the Rural Regulatory Improvement Track,
output/recommendations (White Books in particular), further oversees and ensures effective
dissemination and main-streaming of its results, entailing co-operation with project's partner Association of Legal Entities “Republican Confederation of Entrepreneurship” on lobbing activities to
translate the regulatory improvement recommendations into the policy action and enforcement.
Behind the project end the position of Director of the RBI is to be financed, and thus sustained drawing
on income from RBI's services provided there, supplemented with independent donor oriented fundraising.
Financial manager - Financial management, monthly financial reports on project expenses.
Educational Programme Manager - Full monthly work-load, responsible for the overall programme
management and day-to-day implementation of the Rural Business School/RBS as well as two
permanent assistance programs to entrepreneurs – bridging and open assistance program, listed under
Activity 1.3 Educational Progamme Manager recruits, supports, oversees at least four regular
experts/lecturers + sector experts, should the need arise. The Manager prepares and updates the
framework version of syllabus of Rural Business School, to be submitted to the Board of Trustees, for
endorsement. The Manager is organizing and managing the Rural Business School recruitment process,
duly involving the Rural Business School qualifying committee, appointed by the Board of Trustees.
Additionally, the post of project's PR Officer will be created, being responsible for development of the
Project's Visibility Plan and its execution, managing, caring out the tasks under Activity 1.7, including
drafting and editing all PR, press materials, up-dating web-site, managing social media accounts,
organizing events, media networking, adding to lobbing process along project's partners and
stakeholders, when needed.
Administrative assistant (70% work load) will be responsible for administrative support of all activities
of the project as well as office management for project and incubator offices.
Legal consultant (50% work load) – according to the planned activities it will be necessary a lot of
professional legal work in the project during implementation of incubator activities: support to
entrepreneurs, as well as support of registration process of all grants.
The other tasks will be outsourced to external entities (architectural and technical/installation plans,
construction, fixtures, computer-related services, cleaning/maintenance, audit, external evaluation
etc.), clearly on the merit and competitive basis.
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To the Board of Trustees will be invited Belarusian institutions and non-governmental organizations:
the Applicant, Co-applicant - Association of Legal Entities “Republican Confederation of
Entrepreneurship”, two representatives of business, including one from amongst providers of financial
contribution (Riftur Adv. Prite. or IMP Business School) and at least one local/BY small businesses entity
with a clear history of start-up; representative/s of Green Network BY and BY disabled oriented
NGO/CSO, Young Women Group; foreign cooperatives: Development Policy Foundation( PL),
Towarzystwo Rozwoju Gminy P?u?nica (PL) and Treevelop (NL) , altogether 7-11 individuals and
relevant representatives of Oblast or Local Authorities. The members of the Board perform their duties
on voluntary basis.
The Board of Trustees: accepts the Incubator's statute and approves later amendments thereto; elects
the Director of the Incubator, from amongst the candidates applying in an unrestricted, competitive,
open job/position call and approves the activity reports/annual plan of action submitted by the
Director; determines the remuneration of the Director and the scope of its duties; approves the
programme of the training courses offered within the frames of the Incubator (especially the syllabus
of the Rural Business School and its changes); Appoints the Rural Business School qualifying committee;
lays down the detailed rules about disbursement of micro-grants; has an exclusive right to decide upon
providing micro-grants from the Incubator's funds; promotes the Incubator, makes efforts to raise new
funds for it, whereas the members of the Board participate in the Start-up weekends.
PM3. Ensuring project implementation and reporting to the EU as per contract.
Based on the contracting requirements the project manager and team provide all necessary output /
deliverables in a timely manner. The financial management is the task of the financial manager. This
person must have experience in financial management of EU or international donor fo unded projects.
In order to ensure proper implementation of the BY laws on financial management we have to keep the
original invoices in the office, so that the reporting to the EU will be based on copies or scans of the
originals.
The project will be implemented according to the best tested and widely-recognized standards, rules
and practices of both the EU and relevant international in the field. Being designed, run and sustained
in the way to directly and effectively address the needs of the target group s, beneficiaries and the
communities within the project area for a long term, while its structure and management models
applied will allow to seek and integrate the relevant feedbacks coming from thereof during the entire
project and beyond. The changes in project's time-line and schedule can not be ruled out, although they
are to be kept to a absolute minimum, at the same time the applied management model (including
precautionary and risk-preventive management), along the clearly defined responsibilities and infoflows, will make the overall project structure more flexible, allowing timely, adequate and effective
mitigation and adjustment strategy to be put in place, without delay and prejudice to project's outputs,
results and overall impact. In case of any changes the EU will be timely, constantly, insightful and fully
informed about the changes and consulted on the adjustments to be implemented accordingly.
We welcome active donorship of the EU and EU delegation in Belarus, we would like to see the EU team
visit our project and the Incubator as often as possible. In addition we welcome an active role of the EU
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responsible contract manager to observe the meetings of the Board of Trustees in order to ensure an
open and transparent project implementation.
PM4. Performance review of project team members and external experts.
The project manager reviews the performance of his/her project team on an annual basis. The
performance review takes place through a written questionnaire filled out by both the supervisor and
the team member. Besides the monitoring of the implementation of the actual tasks of each team
member and/or expert it is important to review the communication within the team, external
communication, level of cooperation with stakeholders, attitude to the work, etc. On these aspects both
the project manager and the staff member give their opinion and discuss this in a performance review
meeting. Also recommendations for the next year of work must be shared, from both parties.
For external experts the main review concerns the actual fulfilment of their Terms of Reference for their
activities, however, in case of deviation of the ToR and/or changing circumstances a separate and/or
additional performance review must take place in a written manner in order to build up the file and
keep a track record for reporting and institutional memory.
For each project team member a clear job description must be prepared at the moment of signing their
contract, in addition an overview of their tasks and duties in the first year of work must be provided as
well so that it is mutually clear which activities, tasks and duties are going to be evaluated at the end
of the year. For external experts a concise but clear and to-the-point ToR must be prepared upon hiring
the actual external expert.
PM5. External audit and evaluation.
Audit is to be carried out by an independent, certified auditor. Audit will concern the Incubator as well
as its beneficiaries/grantees. There is an external audit report expected at the end of the Project.
At the inception phase of the project, project management team will hire external Monitoring and
Evaluation expert to developed monitoring plan of whole project. Monitoring will cover technical
indicators (cash flow, calendar etc.) as well as indicators for strategic monitoring (at least - assumptions
monitoring, outcome and impact monitoring, context monitoring). The decision-making flow is subject
of the monitoring plan as well. Monitoring activities should ensure the documenting process of project
implementation.
For subgranting projects the IMACON appraisal methodology ( IMACON Model: Project Appraisal,
Monitoring, Organisational Development, Gotin S.V., Vialuchka U.V, Vilnius, 2013, ISBN 978-609-420306-0. (PDF version (Russian) for personal use is available for download
from http://gotin.org/files/IMACON_2013.pdf)) will be used for project appraisal as well as for projects
monitoring.
We are going to be organized in traditional way – by inviting independent expert (local and/or
international). Evaluation will cover DAC criteria (effectiveness, efficiency, relevance and
sustainability), will be focused on lessons learned as well as follow-up recommendations. Special focus
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we are going to make on evaluation cross-cutting issues, like mainstreaming gender, disability and
environmental friendliness of the project implementation.
Subject matter external evaluation of the Project: two mid-term interim reports and a final report is
envisaged, being contracted out to the external evaluation.
8.2. The second example of the activities is a slightly more general description of the activities that
need to be implemented. It’s divided into 3 sections: aim of the project, target groups and project
scheme&activities. The first two sections are kind of an introduction to the main part which is about
the activities.
The proposal is based on a joint (by the co/applicants) needs analysis of a long -term cooper. (since
2013, by MFA of PL and EST & PAFF, WAW, PL) led in rural, remote, border areas of TJ (GBAO + other
areas) to empower women, foster social entrepren. and support NGOs: gornobadakhshan.org
The project aims at introducing, developing, testing&disseminating innovative e-tools/public consult..
formulas which will enable Tajik grass-root NGOs to engage in micro-scale participatory decisionmaking schemes, focusing on accessibility&inclusiveness of public space as relatively ‘save’, i.e. nonpolitical& non-contentious, public spheres (thus feasible in the current highly turbulent country
context).
The project target groups are TJ NGO community&initiative groups&local leaders, selected on the basis
of 2 criteria: they operate in remote/border areas, threatened with the risk of radicaliz. (active
recruitment /influence of IS or other Islamic org. from the Gulf/UZB&AFG); they address their activities
to the marginalized, esp. ethnical and national minorities, women, people with disabilities etc. The lifelab where the consult. will be held are: Ishkoshim in GBAO on the Afghani border (religious Ismaeli
minority, victimized by the civil war in the 90s, still suffering from economical&political persecutions,
at the risk of criminaliz. due to high international traffic, incl. drug traffic); Panjakent, a town in Sugd
Province (N.W. TJ), multi-ethnic (25% Uzbeks + Shia Iranians, Tatars: a town at the risk of radicaliz.,
suffering from severe poverty&marginaliz., affected with all the disadvantages of a cross -border nexus.
Experts recomm. from the past evaluation TJ reports (GIZ, UNDEF,UNDP, UNICEF, EU, USAID + NED,
SIDA, PL & EST MFA), based on diverse methods (focus groups engag. local comm., interviews with the
key personnel/participants in the projects, and surveys) were duly taken into account during proposal
develop. The local leaders expressed their interest in a sustainable, need tailored, educative
program&consultancy tool (addressing the needs of local leaders&NGO comm.) as well as in
implementing community-based&convincing public actions to empower civil society, increase the
quality of dialogue with LA, and engage people in solving everyday problems (CSO/3rd sector standing
enhancement).
These needs are reflected in the project scheme&activities. The pilot consult. will be provided: a life lab
entailing estimation of easy map-based, mobile e-tools: to test/visualize public space&accessibility
needs; a participatory public space accessibility needs assessment; a consolidation session/problem
analysis; both e-voting&offline/paper voting for 2 intervention zones/areas (in each small city: 4
interventions in total to be chosen in a participatory process), eventually a charrette family consultation
event. Further 2 grants of 10,000 EUR for each communities (4 grants in total) will be provided to carry
out an informal initiative to tackle/solve the accessibility problem selected via voting & dealt under the
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charrette. All the consult. methods will be widely evaluated (evaluation focus, schematize interviews)
and promoted among NGO. The tested&evaluated pilot formula of public consult. will be pro-actively
disseminated.The e-learning portal providing further expert advice (both professional & voluntary
based) and several e-tools (providing a number of off-line tools for remote areas) will be designed to
extend the contents&range of the mayor Tajik NGO comm. portal: tajikngo.tj, operated by one of the
TJ project’s partners. All the implemented consult. tools, best practices and drafted consult.
Scenarios/formulas/ will be disseminated via extended series of workshops in throughout TJ. An e-tool
adaptation & adjustment assistance will be provided for other Tajik grass-root CSOs/informal groups
(as easy adaptable open source data/soft). Other elem. of e-learning: interactive need-analysis e-/offlearning tool, ready to use scenario of evaluation focus (easy to tailor), examples of 3 successful projects
proposals from 3 topical groups of proposals, e/off-learning interactive materials on the cross-cutting
& cross-disciplinary issues in project management, praxis edu-material on micro-scale participatory
projects (TJ context tailored), finally TJ tailored, semi-algorithmic on-line search engine for current
grant opportunities available for i.a. TJ CSOs & NGOs. The overall impact of the project will be enhanced
by the establish. of an e-learning portal to simulate & support community-driven micro-participatory
initiatives by Tajik CSO’s/grass-root NGOs/informal groups. Besides, a hot-spot with free Internet for
NGO/local leaders will be established in both towns. The project will last 24 months. The operation on
Pamir is restricted between Nov-May due to extreme weather conditions (high risk of snow&stones
avalanches). Additional restrictions, as a result of political persecutions and change in safety requirem.,
can be introduced by the govern. during the implement. period.
8.3 The third example is in the form of list that provides information about the planned activities. It’s a
rather concise and easily comprehensible example that is presented chronologically.
1. kick-off meeting – June.
2. intensive 10-day workshops.
Day 1 (adults&children). morning/ introduction, ice-breaker Gorno-Badakshan natural environment
introduction; afternoon/ interactive mapping of prevalence of particular herbs – project work using
cameras, maps, photo-trap installation.
Day2-3. Mornings/herb gathering/biodiversity preservation w/energizing exercise for adults;
child./open-air eco. classes with language (Eng, Ishk.) components. Afternoons/ interactive
demonstration (day 2) and tour (day 3) – common for adults and children
Day 4-5: mornings - herb gath./bio. pres. w/energ. exercise and discussion; environ. games for
children. Afternoons/ moderated Q&A – brainstorming session involving generational transmission of
know-how (common)
Day 6-7: mornings - adults/ herb gath./bio. pres. w/energ. exercise. Q&A/ interactive demonstration
and environ. classes for children. Afternoons/ best-practices story-session for adults; environ. games
with ICT component for children
Day 8 (adults&children): morning/afternoon/practical field experience-intergenerational group work
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Day 9: morning - adults/ herbs as ingredients (of wellness products, essential oils, natural perfumes) –
biodiversity/ecology for children; afternoon/ field work cont (with children). Day 10: summing up,
break, closing of the workshops - common
3. June-Sept.: 5 1-day follow-ups, problem-solving, photo-documenting gathered herbs
4. October: design and printing of 70 guides, guide distribution. Concludig conference (incl. inviting
other GBAO schools, donors – insert names of the donor organisation. Representatives; promo. of our
method/program for possible follow-up and extension.
Ongoing activities: photo-documentation, regularly updating Facebook and the organization website
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IX. The ninth part is called outputs/products.

Outputs are those results which are achieved immediately after implementing an activity. For
example, if we are organizing a workshop on human rights, participants who attended it have now
got a clear understanding on human rights issues. So, this is an output the project has achieved and it
is achieved right after the conclusion of the workshop. 5
9.1. The first example is a list of outputs that the project aims at.
1. promotion of the Ishkashim region and its rich biodiversity/unique landscape, conservation of local
biodiversity via sustainable herb gathering practices, practical implementation of gained knowledge,
heightened awareness of ecological practices, combined with a multiplier effect – participants of the
workshops can disseminate sustainable practices among non-participants
2. attractive, cross-disciplinary, integrated, innovatory ecu-envi edu programme inv., children and
adults, launched & implemented involving at least 3 schools ; easy scalable & multiplicative: developed
edu mat/tools available as an open-source; TOT approach, possibility of ext. to others school in the
region via trained local teachers
3. create an enabling environment for sustainable, eco-friendly economic growth in the region (herbs
as ingredients of increasingly popular e.g. indigenous cosmetics, wax cand les with essential oils,
perfumes)
4. production of guides (calendars) – tangible result which will yield a multiplier effect (educ., inform.,
practical content: which herbs, where and how to collect, their use, which practices are
harmful/unsustainable (short- and long-term) – via a simple, attractive medium, incl.
photos/drawings)
9.2. The second example is a list of outputs/products.
The results directly attributable to the project will include:
-

-

A functioning instrument of public consultation & inclusive, coordinated & result -oriented local
policy making and accumulated practical experience of using this instruments & formulas by the
local community & LAs & CSOs;
Tangible changes of the local public space allowing improvement of safety & accessibility;
Improved public awareness of accessibility issues, but more importantly of possible easy solutions
and their impact on the quality of life; and
A pool of activists and professionals who will further work on improving public space;
Test & set a benchmark of public engagement in non-metropolitan MY;

5

https://www.fundsforngos.org/free-resources-for-ngos/defining-project-results-proposal-difference-outputsoutcomes/
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-

Positive impact on peace dialog via the joint pragmatic action, with spill-over potential:
improvement of accessibility & safety, social awareness and cohesion (public spaces become
meeting/mixing points for diverse groups who learn to accept and interact with each other; this is
all the more important given the number of women, PWDs, the elderly, school children who need
to be integrated into the local community).
- The project in general will further promote inclusive and accountable decision-making (people get
experience of advocating for their needs and obtaining tangible results) and volunteerism (activists get
to know each other and learn how to reach their joint objectives).
- Accessibility & safety issues will be integrated into the agenda of the local community/authorities;
9.3. The third example is a short description of outputs or immediate project products or results,
Which a mixture between the outputs and the outcomes of the projects, which are going to be
discussed in the next section.
The immediate and more long-term results directly attributable to the project will include:
A functioning instrument of public consultation and accumulated practical experience of using this
instrument by the local community;
Tangible changes of the local public space allowing better accessibility for groups whose mobility were
previously limited by public space infrastructure;
Improved public awareness of accessibility issues, but more importantly of possible easy solutions and
their impact on the quality of life; and
A pool of activists and professionals who will further work on improving public space and its accessibility
for diverse groups in Burmese/Chin communities.
It is also expected that the improvement of accessibility (depending on the type of improvements that
will be chosen by residents) may positively impact on security (for instance, adaptation of road crossing
for strollers and wheel chairs may improve the safety of pedestrians in general), social awareness and
cohesion (public spaces become meeting/mixing points for diverse groups who learn to accept and
interact with each other; this is all the more important given the number of PWDs, the elderly, school
children who need to be integrated into the local community).
The project in general will further promote inclusive and accountable decision -making (people get
experience of advocating for their needs and obtaining tangible results) and volunteerism (activists get
to know each other and learn how to reach their joint objectives). Accessibility issues will be integrated
into the agenda of the local community/authorities, and the voice of disabled/impaired people will
become better heard thanks to the incorporation of assistive technologies
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X. The tenth part is called outcomes/ results.

Outcomes can be considered as mid-term results. They are not seen immediately after the end of the
project activity. But after some time, when we see some change at the ground level because of the
project activity, then it can be termed as an outcome. Taking the above example of a human rights
workshop, if the participants have started to mobilize their community members to seek their human
rights, then it is an outcome of the project. 6
The vital part of the last section is that it may be divided into three subcategories:
- sustainability - Looking at sustainability from a NGO point of view, it means continuing to perform
and deliver project benefits to the primary target group after the funding from a donor terminates. In
other words, sustainability is to maintain and continue your efforts after the funding is over. 7
- cross-cutting issues - These themes can vary from one donor to another. Common crosscutting
themes that donors want to be integrated into projects are gender, environment, governance and
sometimes, even HIV and AIDS. Even if your project is about provision of better water facilities for the
community, you need to integrate it with the crosscutting themes.
The idea behind getting these themes integrated is that an inclusive and effective effort is carried out
by NGOs while implementing the project. A project where an NGO distributes solar-powered lights has
to ensure that women are benefited equally from it. In such a case, you are integrating the crosscutting
theme of gender into your project. Similarly, any project you are implementing should not negatively
impact the environment. For this reason, you need to include environment as a crosscutting theme.
When writing about the crosscutting themes, mention how you are integrating them into your project
and how the beneficiaries will be affected by it. Any product or service you are offering to the
community should be equally accessed by both women and men. Besides, it is also important that
any leadership process introduced in the community has both women and men involved in taking the
lead.
For a crosscutting theme such as environment, you can have an environment policy and you are
educating your staff and the community to ensure that there is minimum impact over the environment
from your intervention.8
- risks - there can be given a table to be filled in.

6

https://www.fundsforngos.org/free-resources-for-ngos/defining-project-results-proposal-difference-outputsoutcomes/
7 https://www2.fundsforngos.org/featured/how-to-ensure-sustainability/
8 https://www.fundsforngos.org/free-resources-for-ngos/crosscutting-themes-common-questions-proposalwriting/
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A risk factor is a situation that may give rise to one or more project risks. A risk factor itself doesn’t
cause you to miss a product, schedule, or resource target. However, it increases the chances that
something may happen that will cause you to miss one.
For example: The fact that you and your organization haven’t undertaken projects similar to the
present one is a risk factor. Because you have no prior experience, you may overlook activities you
need to perform, or you may underestimate the time and resources you need to perform them. Having
no prior experience doesn’t guarantee you’ll have these problems, but it does increase the chance that
you may.9
10.1. The first example that can be described in the oucomes/results’ section is a project in which the
outcomes section doesn’t appear, but instead you have project sustainability and risks’ sections to be
filled in.
Project sustainability
Project's sustainability will be ensured through: Needs-tailored, max practical, mutually beneficial/selfserving formula of NGOs & LA partnership for registration & promotion of 4 LRPs and local culinary
heritage; Transfer of found-raising know-how and skills & building application/proposal writing
capacity (via trainings) Development of 4 product-focused fund-raising plans (under 4 LRP registration
packages), including 4 tangible, ready-to-use project fiches/concept notes (in line with EUROPEAID
standards), to be submitted jointly by local NGOs & LA: 1 per each of 4 products; Active follow-up &
networking: within EUROPEAID, SIDA, MATRA, PL, CZ, SK Aid & OSF & ENPI CBC & thematic networks;
Brewing par
Risk and risk-mitigation measures
Risks: extended consortia. Mitigation: experienced V4 org (LEADER grant-makers); GE/MD LA uneasy
with partnership. Mitig.: mutually beneficial scope & tangible outputs; Harassment of BY. Mitig.:
avoidance of overtly political rhetoric, no docs sent by mail;
10.2. The second example is the one describing 3 outcomes, sustaniability and cross-cutting idea.
Outcome 1 - Calarasi residents test & implement full cycle of: pilot citizen monitor. & public consult. &
results oriented community actions in line with the consultations conclusions;
Outcome 2 - Involv. of residents, hitherto marginalized & indifferent, into tangible community actions
enhances trust for CSO/LA & public
Outcome 3 - Enhancing the local CSOs/NGOs/informal groups by promoting coop. between LA andNGO
& tailored CB;
Sustainability: EEM will maintain etool. Partn. will keep up the network &proj./fundrais. aid for MD
CSOs. EEM, Calarasi/LA/CSOs will react to alerts/implem. space develop. plans in line with
charrette/further pub. consult, while partn. will support & disseminate the project’s results.
Cross-cutting ideas:

9

http://www.dummies.com/careers/project-management/how-to-identify-risk-factors-in-your-project/
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Gender Considerations - Gender considerations are taken into account in the project design
Explain - An equal number of male and female participants of architectural/fundraising/project
development workshops will be ensured. Moreover, the formula of e-tool and on-line public
consultations allows great flexibility and, therefore, is mother-friendly.
Marginalized or Vulnerable Groups - Addressing the needs of marginalized or vulnerable groups is a
key objective of the project.
Explain - The project involve & empowers the vulnerable (young/PWDs/mothers/elders) to use the
citizen monitoring e-tool to report problems such as lack of accessibility thus inform, participate and
further put pressure on LA and CSOs to address. The on-line system is easy to use.
10.3. The third example are the outcomes, the project sustaniability and the cross-cutting idea.
1. DG leaders gain knowhow &tools to build authority for advocacy & ability to solve problems,
are prepared for active participation in local politics
2. DG gain representation in local politics &equal chances to use& create public space & are
involved in local policy making process
3. DG inclusion process& public participation is strengthened due to communityMunicipalityNGOs
dialogue &cooperation
Project sustainability: Other funds (APPF, NED, EED, LCF, FSP, Europeaid,Transf. Partners. by IFA,
Canada Fund for Local Init., U.S.Mid. East Part. Init., MENA, FFF) will also be sought to expand the
activity and crosscutting sociocultural aimed programmes. There are programmes for civil society dev.
or international granting funds: Programme d’Appui a la Societe Civile en Tunisie, Enda Inter Arabe
financing microcredit programme for local needs.
Cross-cutting idea: Gender considerations are taken into account in the project design
The project activities are designed to empower equally male and female among disabled people from
Kairouan or seniors; mothers are chosen as beneficiaries due to their lack of performance and abilities
to participate in public sphere.
Addressing the needs of marginalized or vulnerable groups is a key objective of the project.
The needs of disadvantaged groups from Kairouan are neglected – due to lack of representation and
concrete ideas to increase participation and fighting exclusion in public life and decision making process
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XI.The last part might be the remarks concering the budget.

You will find an example of part of the budget presented below.
It is a part of a budget, that can be presented in different forrmats, according to the requirements
of the donor and according to the different application forms.
11. 1 Important: salaries and other support costs such as office rent, equipment, bank fees or audit are
not considered as activities. Please include a pro-rated amount of such costs in each activity listed below.

Activity 1

4*2-day workshops to 4*15-18 activists
in 4 oblasts

Activity 1 - Amount in US$

$ 18,000

Activity 3

Crowdfunding platform
developed, promoted

Activity 3 - Amount in US$

$ 41,000

Activity 5

Green Hotline set-up & promoted.
Regular training of activists working at
the
Hotline.
Monitoring
quantity&quality of calls

Activity 5 - Amount in US$

$ 24,000

Activity 7

Improve and upgrade existing website:
increased inter-activeness and all
algorithms of successful action available

Activity 7 - Amount in US$

$ 9,000

Activity 9

8 roundtables with local authorities to
promote
public
participation
understanding,1 international studytour
with local authorities and citizens

Activity 9 - Amount in US$

$ 25,000

Total Project Costs (TPC)

$ 223,000.00

researched,
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